Addendum to 2010-2011 Southwestern University Catalog
The 2010-2011 SU Catalog is now available, and online much earlier than before! The online catalog is the official
publication this year, with only a limited number of printed Catalogs, mainly for academic advisors. We are using a
new Flash-based service that we hope will make it easier to search. Here is a quick user’s guide to the new Catalog.
To Read:
There are several zoom functions in the Catalog. From the original document, you can click anywhere on the page
and it will zoom in, click again to zoom out. You can also choose the Full Screen option from the tool bar above the
Catalog. In Full Screen, you can also click to zoom in and out. Move your mouse around to see other parts of the
page.
To Search:
The Table of Contents, Index and the list of Majors and Minors are all links. Clicking on any words in these three
sections will take you directly to that section of the catalog. Also, there is a bar on the bottom of the original
document with a series of dots. Clicking on those will take you to the front pages, back pages, and many points in
between.
To Print:
Choose the Full Screen option from the tool bar above the Catalog. Move your mouse to the top, center of the page
and another tool bar will appear. The print button is the second from the right on the tool bar. **Please print
sparingly and only print the few pages you need.**
Note that Flash technology is not rendered well, if at all, by iPhone and other hand-held devices. If accessing the
2010-2011 SU Catalog from a hand held device, the screens may appear mainly blank, except for a PDF option
displayed at the bottom of the page. The PDF might suit you better if you are using a hand-held device.

Modifications to Content. To correct these items, the Catalog was reposted to the web on
September 13, 2010. Correction of the tuition charge per hour (for less than 12) were
posted October 1, 2010. Note that, as stated on page 3, this catalog is not a contract, and
the policies stand as corrected.
The switch to the new curriculum took the academic approval process much later than usual in the spring semester ,
and the change in style for paragraphs to bullet lists resulted in a few discrepancies between departmental intent in
what was passed by the Academic Affairs Council and what was displayed. Corrections include:
- ART. On Major Requirements for Studio Art (BA), p34, the “in the first three semesters” phrase should
move from the 4th bullet to the Foundations entry, as it is on the next page for the BFA in Studio Art. The
5th bullet (Art70-224), should include “as soon as possible”.
- ART. Additional clarifications on the BFA. On p35, at the bottom, the last bullet should read Two
additional courses in the focus medium, rather than two additional semesters. Top of p36, the second
studio seminar in the focus medium requires a “two credit” lab. P36, last bullet under Art History should
read “One elective art history course (ARH71-684 recommended)’, rather than four credits.
- BIO. Major requirements for Biology (BA or BS) begin on p45 and finish on p46. The final bullet, “Two
additional courses at the 300-level or higher”, should include (three courses for the BS). The major then
takes 11-12 courses. The note below the list of requirements should read “At least three of the five total
300-level or above courses for BA and at least four of the six total 300-level or above courses for BS must
have a lab component.”
- BIO, p45. In the organismal course list, BIO50-324 should be titled Botany rather than Organ Physiology.
- BIO50-944 Academic Internship has been added.
- BIOCHEMISTRY major requirements, p53, CHE51-682 is required (not just one of a list). It should have
a bullet.
- CHE. BA, BS, ACS, CHE minor and Biochemistry should have as the first bullet item: CHE51-154 and
CHE51-164 or CHE51-174 and CHE51-184 Accelerated General Chemistry II (not CHE51-214).
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HIS major requirements, bottom of p103. Under Additional Requirements, One course having a substantial
pre- or early modern components, as part of the geographical distribution or as one of the TWO nondesignated courses, from HIS 16-204, 244, 254, 264, 274, 314, 324, 364, 394, 454. (rather than THREE)
INTL Studies. p111, In the Latin American Area of Emphasis, Political Science list should include
PSC32-764 Advanced Research Seminar in Latin American Politics rather than PSC32-754 Topics in
Comparative Politics.
MUS. Bachelor of Music, Major in Music Education, bottom of p133, #3 in list of 4 tracks, certification to
teach Early Childhood music through Secondary Band/Orchestra, rather than through Secondary Choir.
MUS. p136 and p137. Major in Music Education (instrumental emphasis). Neither the major with
certification nor that without requires MUL80-701, Diction in Vocal Music I. It should be deleted from
both lists. These deletions change the number of credits with certification to 79 (from 80) and without
certification to 82 (from 83).
MUS. p140, p140, p141, p142. The Keyboard Performance, Instrumental Performance, Music Literature,
and Music Theory/Composition degree plans should include ENS78-171/271Southwestern University
Orchestra as one of the ensemble options.
MUS. p143, APM8Q – Cello should be listed under Applied Music.
SPA. p128, Paragraph in middle of page beginning with “Heritage speakers”, the internship opportunity
should be (941-944), rather than (800 level).

Schedule of Special Fees and Deposits. P193. Charge per credit (less than 12)
Had been listed as $1300.

$1329.00.

Catalog Corrections Noted, but not to be reposted until 2011-2012. The requirements are in effect,
though.
-

PHY. p150. PHY53-413 Classical Mechanics II is required for the BS degree.

-

-

STUDIO ART Minor. p36. Should be:
Five courses in studio art to include: one ceramics course (69-214 or 224); one painting course (69-314
or 324); one sculpture course (69-414 or 424); and two other courses. The student must have at least
two courses from one medium selected from any of the media the department offers.

EDUCATION BSEd, Elementary Major, EC-6 certification, p 75. EDU44-654 (Language & Literacy
Development in First/Second Language) is required, as it is a requirement for certification.
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